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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
OHAPTER I 
INTRODOOTION 
Problem.. Some contemporar;r Evangelical views concerning the· 
antiquity of man .are problematic in the light of :modem scientific 
of man that is differ-
ent from that presented by some semhrs vtlo feel they are repre-
senting the Biblical view. The sciences tend to look upon man u 
being hundreds of thousands of years old. Some Biblical scholars 
feel that such a view is out of harmony vd.th the Scriptures. The 
pu.rp;>se of this study is to present an evangelical awroach to the 
problem of the antiqui'GY of man in the ~ight of Biblical scien-
tific evidence. 
Justification. A great many people ha"WJ accepted the claims 
of science as fact. The antiquity of man which science has present-
ed is very different from that 1Ahich has been presented from many of 
the evangelical pulpits. The sincere Christian is :faced with making 
a cmice between a traditional so-oalled.-Bibilical view of the anti-
quit;r of man and the view which science offers. Since the God of the 
Bible is the same God of Nature, to the evangelical, there must be 
harmon;r and agreement between these tvro fields of study. If the evan-
gelical pastor or theologian attempts to smw agreement between these 
two fields, he will be n:~aking a valuable contribution to the thinking 
of evsngelicals. It ought to be obvious that the integrl t;r of the 
Scriptures is involved in this study. The evangelical view mlds to 
the integrity the Holy Scriptures and hence desires to show har-
anthropology 
ture. mdeavored to do but have left untouched some 
of the V"<hich are invc:~lved.. This study will attempt to arti-
culate many of the problems involved 
Bible~ revelation t.o 
not contradict revelation as found I interpreta.-
tions of these As Wiley 
the Bible are C"'d's two texts, each having its 
and function 
source of 
source. • • • BtblA 
us tools 'V?i th whiell to 
through 
position. This 
supplementary 
us with ideals, 
them out.l 
scripture 
The 
gives 
Biblical 
educa-
this 
paper is for a of Biblical rmeneutics that will not do injus-
tice Scriptures. Bible loud clear, 
its or not at all, 
let him tread carefully. 
Objective~. is not the objective of 
reconciliation betv~en Science Scripture rela s anti-
reconciliation. There are two main reasons why the ra-iter will not 
I, 140. 
h 
attempt a direct liation.- First, as will noted in paper, 
the total of science 1 :relative man's antiquity 1 is not com-
pleteJ this a complete harmony at this 
ond, it the author's observation that is 
is needed first foremost. Hence, an attitude of approach 
will be advocated in the conclusion to this work.. There are theologi-
the highest magnitude involwd in this study 
a student of theology the writer desires that these problems be 
as having serious theological overtones. 
This 
on authorities 11Who are ree;o gnizecl as others respec-
tive fields. An attempt was to go directly to original sources 
when availaile. 
fil'JSthod !?f procedure. focus 
real issues in 
evangelical's view of the aware of the 
U"<:.,r.G>'ll,_ of 
will first co;1s philosophy 
anthropology as a science.. The self-:i.:m.posed limitations wrhich science 
applies to itself will be discussed. Space will to consider 
a correct attitude toward modern anthmpology.. Next, the writer will 
consider the basic philosophy of Evangelicalism. Special attention 
will be paid to the consideration of the evangelical view of 
and its It ~l1e crux of the will be 
pointed out. A.fter this background, the inherent in 
(1) 
2 
.. 
(.3)' Science. rlh$n this term is used it refers to the physi-
cal sciences. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PHilOSOPHY OF' SCIENCE 
CHAPTER II 
The many and varied achievements of modern science elevated 
Saethurst has observed., "Science and ·technology are the domi-
nant influences on life 1 the present time." The evangelical Chris-
tian, if he desires to gain audience today, must underi!Jtand not only 
the operations modern science but also the philosop~ behind 
the conclusions drawn as a result of the operations of the scientific 
method. 
It is mostly w.1 th the anthropological section of modern science 
that this paper will deal, due to the fact that in this area lies the 
2 greatest problem to evangelicals. However, the basic philosophy of 
science in general can also be applied 
tar is a subdivision of the former. 
anthropology since the lat-
A. THE BASIC PHilOSOPHY OF' SCIENCE 
'!'he basic philosophy science can readily seen in 
fundamental objective; as stated by Smethurst, it is "tlle search for 
trutn.tt3 He goes on to define truth as meaning "true knowledge about 
1Arthur F. Smethurst, Modern Science ~ Christian Beliefs, p. 
2william. A. Smalley and Marie Fetzer, "A Christian View of An-
thropology," Modern Science !.!:£! Christian F'aith, p. 99. 
3smethurst, 21!• ~·, P• LS. 
6 
the natural world .. "h The evangelical has no quarrel with such an 
aim. Anthropology seeks to discover the truth about man via the sci-
entific method of investigation; hence, it is called "the science of 
man.") 'l'he anthropologist must be a man of integrity, 
eom.peUi!nt scientist. The discoveries of anthropology camot be dis ... 
missed by the as being the 
the recognize the tools -.d:t.h 
the lil.Odern anthropologist wor today. Those who work diligent-
ly to the answer to mn1s antiquity have such tools as fluo-
rine dating method and the carbon isotope l4 metro d. 6 These tools 
enable the anthropologist to accurately date fossils up to 501000 
, so it believed.. The integrity of anthropologists was 
recently displayed by the revealing the Piltdown forgery. It was 
the scientist who discovered Piltoown hoax. l"Iany of these men 
were disturbed the inconsistencies relative to this "find" when it 
was first announced. 1 The skull and the jawbone seemed to from 
two different creatures. The importance all this to the evangeli-
cal is that scientists could net this find into their system 
of study. The fact that the forgery could not be forced into their 
p. 311. 
to validity of their studies. 
Ssmalley and Fetzer, .2£· ~·~ p. 98. 
6 ~· 1 pp. 173-174, see for a discussion of this method. 
7&rnard Ramm, The Christian View of Science and Scripture, - ~- _;.;......_.., __ 
9 
B. THE ATTITUDE 
:£!:! ~eceasi tr 2.f. Asreement 
If the evangelical embraces the that the God of reve-
l&tion in Nature is the same as the God of the revelation of the 
Bible, then must conclude a necessity for harmer~ between these 
two revelations. Hhen science uncovers facts pertaining to the Uni-
verse, the evangelical is under obligation to xe cognize these ~raetsn 
am to correlate them w.i th the Scriptures. Draper, in speaking of 
the Koran, set forth a principle which applies the also. 
Considering the asserted origin of this book, indirectly from 
God him.self, we might jUfltly expect it would bear to 
tried by standard that man can apply, and vindicate its truth 
and excellence in the ordeal of human criticism •••• As years 
pass on and science becomes more exact, more
8
comprehensive, 
its conclusions must be found in unison there,ith. 
Perhaps this not 
gelicals would wish agreement. The 
ing ~nat is factual and what is theoretical. problem is 
in the evangelical's attitude spirit toward sciences. 
evangelical must not view scientist distrust.. It is 
that errors 11 but it that science, 
t:ime 1 tends to correct its ovm errors. Scientists who are men of 
and honesty reco~~tion from 
their colleagues. The evangelical >"bo is disturbed by some new soien-
elusions of dishonest researchers.n The evangelical lieten in 
BJ. w. Draper, Intellectual Develo nt 2f Eu1t' quoted in 
Charles B. Warring, Genesis ! and Modern ___ c_e 11 p. • 
10 
the same spirit as he himself' desires to be heard. 
Since science and Scripture 1 to the evangelical, both .find 
their source in God, they must complement, not contradict, each other. 
This must be the attitude o.f the evangelical to?Ja:rd the .facts of mod-
ern science and its philosophy. ut the sciences major on how God 
made the universe and theology major on why Be made it. Warren C. 
Young ob1erved: 
The. various sciences, such as Physics, Chemistry, Psychology, 
Sociology, and so on, deal with particular areas or fields o.f 
study. Philosophy endeavors to relate and integrate the infor-
mation which the various sciences are able to discover •••• 
The sciences are concerned wi tp. the disoover;r and investigation 
of factual data, while philosophy is concerned with the 
and significance of that data. In general, the scientist is a 
discoverer, while the philosopher is an interpreter. 9 
Undue problems nay arise when the Christian philosopher, who is limi-
ted in the sciences, endeavors speak on science; likewise, pmblems 
may arlee when the scientist who is untrained in philosophy endeavors 
to speak on philosophical problems. Bernard Ramm pointed cut: 
We are to pay due respect to both science and Scripture. 
Neither adoration of one nor bigotea conde:mnation of the other 
is co r:rect. We must be as :ready to hear the voice of science as 
we are of Scripture on common matters. The spirit of mutual re-
spect for bo'th science and Scripture preserves us from any charge 
of being ai'tl'=scientific or bllndJ.T do g_m.atic or religiousJ.T bi-
go tedJ and from being gullible, or credulous or supt0stitious in our religious beliefs as they pertain to Nature. 
Evangelicalism has a definite and vital contribution to make to modem 
science. That oontribution is teleological. The God of the Bible is 
presented as the 9 Ultimate Reality0 of the Universe. He is presented 
9warren c. Young, !. Christ:ian Aeproach .'!!_ Philoso~?&1 p. 26. 
1Claamm, 2E.• ~·, P• .32. 
11 
tells man what like; tells man 
what 
of 
There 
having 
or into 
"v.lll 
of hostility 11 
by the evangelical, less die• 
evolution have arisen. In his oonclu• 
the that God 
of developxnent that what he 
was not a substitute for Creator but a theory 
life, 
by the Creator into a 
of , satel-
lites, and other scientific one that inan-
kind is scientific minded. 13 In the face of such aehiev·en:ents, onl;y 
face ll ttle 
e_res of the average ·person. fact, so 
great is the prestige of modern science in the of the American 
public today, that Char 
If Protestantism to 
it ~~n science, not 
llr· •A '8 ~-~ P• L~ • 
12charles 
science. 
science. 
Specie ! 1 p. 429. 
I say 
Science 
12 
is solidly entrenched in its position,14 
Science has won an audience by its products such as antibiotics, 
television, rockets that ei~cle the moon, and other notable aehi•:rve-
m.ents. The strides of modern science were staggering during the 
first half of the twentieth century and it is ver.y likely that 
thf.Hlle strides will continue and aecelera te, The evangelical oould 
applaud these achievements more enthusiastically if it were not for 
the popular belief that science and the Bible are at odds, Many 
are not to listen to the voice of the Bible on any mat-
ter for they believe "that science has broken the credibility of 
15 Scripture.tt The evangelical who will a hearing from the av-
educated person in this generation must take a flholesome atti-
tude toward the sciences of hi.s day.16 Science has attained pres-
tige in the thinking ple. 'l'he evangelical cannot 
similar prestige, it has been , until he ceases his biased 
attacks against science. 
!2! Dangers 2£ Extremism 
Gontro versies seem have the genius for driVing the parti-
eipants to extreme positions. It is possible to "sin to the right 
as well as to left.rt17 A theologian can be just as guilty by 
lhcharles Clayton Morrison, "Protestantism and Science," 
Christian Gent~, April 24, 1946, P• 524. 
l5Ramm, £2• £!..!.•, P• 2L. 
16Ibid., P• 28. 
17Ibid. 1 P• 29. 
having too narrow a view of .Biblical interpretation as can by 
injurious to a wholesome approach solution 
!!!!, dangers inherent !!!, .!!'!!. !:!lP!rtraditioruq. attitude. 
Those who are bound by traditicm to such a degree that they fail to 
distinguish the central and the peripheral truths of the 
18 Scripture are called nhypertraditi.onallste" by James Buei'<ell. 
They have created many problems for the evangelical, so Buswell i:m.-
plies. The evangelical who s out negatively against science is, 
in s opinion, widening the gap between the Scriptures and sci-
ence and making it almost impossible for the scientist to accept 
the credibility of' the Scriptures •19 John ~ Smith goes so far as 
that these men are actually playing into t~ of the 
enemies of the Bible. 
(Evangelical castigators of science) are unll'dttingly serving 
designs of (Christianity's} enemies (and are) secret 
traitors to cause of Christian! ty. 20 
Scientists, as a general rule, are not trained in the method the 
interpretation of the Scriptures and hence are likely to accept a 
traditional theory as being a Biblical fact. Such was the case, 
18James o. Buswell, III, ~A Creation! Interpretation of 
Prehistoric Evolution and Christian Thouih.t ~I'od!!l.t ed. by 
Russell L. Mixter, pp. ioB~~footnote. 
19aam:m, 2.£• ~·~ p.. 28. 
20John Pye Sl'nith,.Q!! the Relation Between~ ~M Scriptures 
~ ~ Parts 2£ Geolo~calSeience, quoted '6y Ramm, --.£• 
act of it. In conclusion to an article, 
The was once and for all be discard-
ed and with it the Biblical notion that the world2and man represented unalterable of special creation. l 
makes a oontrlbuticn at this point. He a sharp 
distinction some men 
it says.22 
literalist, the 
difficulty in his view the Scriptures ~th 
science. The holds to position that God 
spired wri tera of the they wrote in cultural 
linguistical settings of their day to be understood, 
is freed the •rlreme difficulties of literalism. 2.3 
~ dangers inherent ~ ~ modern religious attitudes. 
Those theological systems which endeavor to appeal to the scientific 
by the Bible as a purely human development are ore-
ating, problems 
lize. Although Neo-orthodoxy takes a more serious view of the Scrip-
it still a concept of 
the Scriptures which seemingly destroys the integrity and validity 
2lozyn E. Daniel, "The Idea Manta Antiquity," Scientific 
American, 1959, P• 173• 
2£• ~·I PP• h0-41 
65-80 for an excellent discus on this issue. 
of truth. 2h As be-
comes 
is 
~select the inspired and authoritative in 
those which are uninspired, unauthoritative erroneous.u26 
accepting person of Jesus Christ as 
nee-orthodox would not accept 
it disagrees with the 
system o:f theology which 
o:f 
s :man the 
eliminates the necessity the 
ly have endeavored to elevate 
of 0 ld Testament 
cri tio:ism.. 
yet not destroy the objective '!tlould not one be correct 
observing ~hat whenever ~he objective :is 
subjective, the objective, in reality, 
i ty? Religious experience then 
the 
eliminated as author-
authoritative. Obviously 
Scriptural author-
itarianism--but not without cost. How is one to determine 
what is of value in the Scripture what is not? To simply say 
that *'their ~pestles~ witness b valid, absolutely binding, in so 
as it really witnesses to ~eeus Chris~ ,n27 does not solve 
the problem. It merely directs it into another channel. How is one 
2
'aeorge Turner, n'l'he Emancipating Word of God,'* ~ :+sburl 
Seminarian, :1111, no. 1, p. 2). 
26Ibid. 
-
Is not this another 
to de-
Spirit. Brunner, 
word Scripture is the court of appeal, since 
Jesus Christ Himsel;f alone is the ultimate authori t~n • • • 
the , not ••• as an a:uthority, but source 
of all that which possesses absolute authority. 
Brunner reco@Jlized that it is in the Scripture that one learns of 
Ohrlst 1 the '*ultimate authority." One wonders if it is con-
sistent to accept this part of the record as truth re-
--~ ... ..,. to accept another part of the same :record, often written by 
the same Apostle. Instead untying the "Gordian Knot 1 " it appears 
that this system of thought outs it. 
In thought as this, there no problem rela-
Scripture tension. there a conflict, 
the Bible is :ruled out as "pre-scientific." These writers 
other also, if this theory be true. 
that hypertradi-
tionalist the 
tude the evangelical. tried to 
agreell'lent between the sciences and the Scriptures. Both the hyper-
traditionalist and the religious modernist not bring tv<o to-
while dismissed the claims of Scripture when 
they spoke to anything but Jesus Chrlst. 
0~ THE ACKNOWLEDGED LIMITATIONS OF 
If there is to be agreement betll'een the evangelical and 
modern science, one must recognize the limitations of modern sci-
ence.. These limitations are not those proposed the evangelical 
but rather by men v<ho are students of the sciences; therefore, the 
limitations should be carefully noted as not being the products .of 
anti ...scientists. 
aspects of reality which cannot be measured or wei in the sci-
entific manner. The soul of man is one such aspect. Professor 
Paul Amos P'!oody, whose text Introduction ~Evolution was used in 
17 
the Oregon educational system, recognizes the existence 
of this facet of reality which is immeasureable. 
We. • • have said nothing aoou t the human soul. The reason 
for the omission lies in the fact that the soul is outsl de 
the proVince science. Science deals with phenomena which 
can be detected, studied, measured by use of scientific 
instruments. The soul is not to this approach. It 
cannot be seen, or weighed, or analyzed cl~micall1J nor can 
it be studied--as yet, at least-by the methods of the psy-
chologist. Thus discussion of the soul would be out of place 
in a book of science. This not be true, but for the 
present we m~st look to religion and philosop~ for knowledge 
of the soul. 9 
So also has Arthur F. Smethurst, a Canon in the Church of uul!s"""'• 
and a student of sciences, stated. 
29Paul Amos Introduction !:2, Evolution, p. 202. 
Science is essentially the study of the material vr10rld ••• 
Thus, it will not give us information about spiritual reality 
nor about such things as aesthetic and moral values. These 
things are not ~ithin the proper scope of science the 
16 
methods of science are quite unqualified to ~ ve us information 
on thllnrt. depends upon as vveighing and 
~asuring; therefore such things as are imponderable or ra-
sureable cannot be identified or studied scientifically'. 
Until the scientist has recognized spiritual realities as well 
as material, he will not able with 
Many, if not most, scientists recognize this limitation to the sci-
entific method. Concerning this dual aspect reality, Smethurst 
There is a part of reality which can, as it were, caught, 
studied, and observed by the scientific method; and is 
another part which will amays elude this nethod.. But the 
seeond~part is no less real and no less imP9rtant than the 
first .• Jl. ------ - --
Professor A.V. Hill, past president of the British Association 
~ilobel prize v.'inner in 1922 for scientific research, pointed out in 
his presidential to the British Association 
19$2 that ttscience in itself is strictly neutral, 
cal judgements are concerned.»J2 
September, 
so as ethi-
Limitations 1':!, !:£ ~ ~vailabilitz2.£ instruments. '!'hat 
science v.>orks with t.ools and instruments is an obvious fact. That 
science limited b;r the tools a:vaUable to the scientist, is also 
a fact. Certain tools have been discovered in past years which 
3°Smsthurst 1 .21!• ill• , P• $7 • 
31Ibid., p. 59, (Italics not in 
-
original). 
32 ~·~ P• $1, (quoted by Smethurst). 
have radically changed some of the previous cone lusions science. 
Before the recognition of the fluorine-dating .ill$thod 1 tbe Piltdo?m 
sk~ll ~~s dated at up to a million years; by the application of 
fluorine test the date was reduced to not more than $0,000 years and 
this in turn led to the exposing of the Piltdown hoa.x .. J.3 Paul Mooey 
m:'Ote a year or so before the exposure of the Piltdown hoax, that the 
fluor·ine .ill$thod of dating for the Piltd<:n'>n man indicated that it 
"may be of more recent age than was formrly supposed•tr.3L. Kenneth 
Oakley, authority in the fluorine method, stated that before the app-
lieation of the fluorine test the estimates ranged from 200, 
000 to one million years. 35 After the fluorine test 
cut to from 101000 100,000 noted. 
The carbon lL. method of dating has proved to be very useful 
to the paleontologist. As recent as 1955 the limit of the carbon 14 
dating was estimated at between .30,000 to 50,000 years. However, 
only three years later, discoveries were made in this method of dat-
ing which has pushed the limit up to as high as 10,000 years, under 
certain conditions: 
American laboratories .35,000 to 451 000 years about 
....................... for their equipment. But Dr. de Vries at the Gronin-
gen laboratory has out a method of concentrating his sam-
ples until can detect radiocarbon with as little as 1/2000 
of radioactivity left. har: dated 60,000 year-
old wood unearthed at Amersfoort in the Netherlands, and he 
.3.3Ramm, ,22• ,2!!•, PP• .311-.312 • 
.34 Moody, .2£• £!:!:.. , p. 1.30. 
35Kenneth Oakley 1 "Dating sil Human Remains," Anthro 
~~ ed. by A. L. Kroeber, p. 47, writte11 before expos 
l10ii:" 
reports that h~s 
70;000 years.3 
back 
Science has tremendous strides in the development of tools to 
guide its research. Just as scientists were limited twenty-.fi ve 
years ago by the lack of present-day tools, so the scientist of 
today is lim.i ted by the lack of tools which will be developed in 
near • 
given 
a very valid account for the lack sil He concluded by 
not trlat the 
that it is as complete as conclude 
20 
that absence of d.;;{ ta in other fields of science, besides palsontol-
og:r1 is 
It is 
not 
likely and that such is a logical limi tatum. 
llJC''Ci""\.!.D\1:1 of these, and other limitations 1 that science 
a final conclusion as to the origin of life, the 
antiquity of man related subjects. In many areas science 
not turned in its final interpretations; they are still in a 
state flu.."\, Moody, in discussing the South African ape.....m,an, 
stated: 
Well-preserved pelvic bones clearlY indicate erect 
In fact the pelvis strikingly like that of modem man and 
of only 
very recently; an example of the h which. 
inter2retations facta become --------
J .. Briggs, •~How Old It?" The National Geographic 
Mafazine, August, 1958, CXIV, no. 2, p. 254:--F'or explination, pp. 
~3 -~);. 
31 Moody, 2£• ~., P• 126, pp. 12h•126 for this sion. 
38
rmd., p. 212 1 (Italics oot in the original). 
21 
on 
"True science~ means ~the best we have to date as developed 
by our scientists." In this is 
not final nor infallible.)9 
What does this mean to the evangelical? What is its eignif ... 
icance? If the evangelical tried to reconcile hie theology with 
that of current science, relative to man's origin• 
opment, eo, his at 
is 
fluo-
rine reach their 
cepted as final infallible, only then, can the evan-
gelical to relate the Scriptures 
full. Such at;tempts were in the past to interpret the Scrip-
in the light of the sciences. Luther be-
said that the world was 61 000 years old. 40 Calvin 
stated the was created in the six da;rs. Ll One 
would have been the public reaction se 
current i'i.'i th scientific views. 
haps now some 
41 
John Calvin, Calvin's Commentaries, trans. 
Genesis, I, 78. 
John King, 
be obvious; the theologian should be wary aoout offering hi.s cos-
mogony as being infallible and fi11al. Bernard Ramm1 in discussing 
mistakes common to both the theC!logian and the scientist, s:aid# 
First, theologians scientists pronounce Sl'!.1a I!!Ci~~tnti-
fic theory as final, and this can cause conflict. '!;he. theo-
logian sume a hypothes~s to be a fact, and therL nave 
later developments in science demonstrate its falsity; the 
scientist may prematurely accept a hypothesis as find 
himself in oon.flic t with the theologian. 'I'bt:,.t'e 
less than ten theories as to origin of the li!YSUtin u 
listed in w. M. Smart's 'I'he Ori~in of the Earth (19Slh ·Which 
is the true one? Which utlii !'6J!'Caf0ner-F'reuture j 
ments by ~2ther scien st or theologian may cause unnecessary 
·friction. 
The scientist seeks truth about the 'world in which he lives. 
The evangelical has no quarrel with such a quest for he also is a 
searcher after truth about this -world.. Although soe of the sci-
entists and theologians have made premature conclusions concerning 
the theory of creatlon--.vhich have led to disagreements-there should 
be a degree of harmony understanding between the two .. 
When there has disunion because of ignorance, it s the 
evangelical has beer1 the loser in the e:yes of the general publicJ43 
science has gained a threshold in the of educated people today. 
The advancements of medical science, as well as the achievements in 
technology, have proved of imJI'!i!mse practical value to hU!l'IAnity. To 
deny that ecience has gained great preetige because of its value, is 
42Raxrm, .21?.• oi t., P• 49. 
43 !!!:!· 1 PP• 18-26 for this discussion. 
one's to 
Much of the tension between the Bible come 
of an ,.,...,.,.,.....,""',... attitude on of 
guard the tai th a."''"'"'"~.~.~::. 
tic attacks of seienca. has brought more 
to Ghrlstiani ty than There is another attitude, 
which is 
jective 
by ·relig;ious """''"""",,.,..,., 
consequences. Although 
Church~ 
To a person 
tru.th; it up to 
has overtones of serious 
attitude 
Bible is looked as a 
Bible to 
a subjeetiv:'"' 
are all obvious to the 
that 
the at ex-
difficult since t 
one to wo:rk that w;,uld with 
no dou'tJt be 
or 
tude. 
of 
a 
with their • 
as a scapegoat, arguing that 
forUi.ble to the can 
attitude 
.. 
some scientists, can 
This is a matter of atti-
of 
theory which is unoom-
because science has 
and 
or the 
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CHAPTER III 
THE PHIIDSOPR! OF EVANGELICALISM 
lvangeliealtsm is not an organization and hence cbes not 
have an organized sy1:11tem. of thought or theology. Nevertheless, 
there are certain cardinal beliefs which underlie this system called 
by the name "evangelicalism." This chapter \l\,1.11 present the view 
vtdch is generally recognized as "e'Vangelical" as evidenced in pub-
lications representing it. If one keeps in mind the distinction 
drawn in the last chapter between the hypertraditional and the evan-
gelical, it will help clarify the issues. 
A. EVANGELICAL TENETS 
Among the basic assumptions of evangelicalism are assumptions 
which are common to religious thought in general. Wiley lists four 
universal religious characteristics. They are: (1) a thought of a 
superna:tural power, (2) a sense of need, (3) an idea of reverence 
or worship, .?.nd o~) an assurance of some sort of the manifestation 
of this supernatural power.1 
Other assumptions may come under the fraw~work of Chris-
tian religion alone. Still others may rejected by some who li'iOUld 
call their system lfChristian". The following list of evangelical 
tenets are offered as basic to a ~olesome approach to the tension 
existing between science the Bible. 
lwiley 1 £E.• ~· 1 PP• 119-121. 
Truth. The evangelical shares the objective of most all, it 
not all, religions and that is a relating of self to truth. While 
this quest includes the material aspect of reality .. it is primarily 
27 
a quest for spiritual knowledge. As noted before, the scientist is 
a searcher after truth also, although hb goal may be natural truth. 
God and truth.. Most religions believe that God, or Ultiate 
----
Reality, is truth. Many differ in their concept of God but still 
the;r feel that whoever or whatever He is, is Truth. Christianity is 
no different at this point. The evangelical thus agrees with the rest 
of Christianity in asserting that God is Ultimate Reality. One wri-
ter expressed what seems to be OO'll'lmOn]y accepted men he stated: 
., •• there oan be no question relig:tou.s people, that the 
authority is God •••• If God exists, He is the ultimate ori;.. 
terion and power· of wuth reality.2 
Herein, however 1 has not been the problem. The question has bee:n, 
" ••• in vttat way cbes God make Himself, His mind and His au-
thor:i. ty to men generally?") This question leads to the next tenet 
of the evangelical. 
God and revelation. The evangelical would no doubt agree with 
-------
professor Wiley relative to his view of revelation in general when he 
mean that disclosure of Himself ?Jhicb God makes to all men-in nature, 
2T. Rees, "Authorl ty," The International Standard Bible Enoz-
olof!dia, I, .l3h. -
3Ibid. 
-
in the constitution of the in the 
tory ••• 4 special revelation he ertated, 
lation we refer 
Jesus.'S 
conclude revelation 
it or special. 
Revelation~~ Scriptures. Thi.s subject is in 
worthy of much greater consideration than 11 given at this point. 
Certain conclusions have been reached by present-day-scholars, who 
have written on the problem of revelation, se conclusions 
will ~e noted here. Wiley stated: 
The Sari tures Contain and Are the \>lord of God. Christ w~:ua Him-
se1f u and perl'e'C't" revela:l:.ion <1 tiie Tather. • • the 
last word of all obje revelation. 
Wiley, evidently referring to a statement by KacPheroon wrote: 
to t, the revealer 
of God, but the Christianity is immediately-
forth in the Scriptures, which must be :reoei wd and under-
stood by heart ffd mind of the believer (of. MacPherson, 
Chr. , P• 27). 
Wiley continued, showing clearly the relationship between the reve-
la tion found in the Scriptures, Nature and Jesus Christ. 
To rightly understand, then, the nature and function of the 
Bible, it must be viewed as occupying an intermediate 
tion between the primary revelation God in nature, and the 
perfect revelation ot God in Christ--the Word. It 
we the 
Eternal \1'ord1 and dmw about it a. series of concentric circles, 
the first rould -v>,..,., .. ~.,,.,._., 
the revela ·t.ion of God in 
circle 'I<'Ould the Bible as the 
ten Word. It is in this sense that the Bible is at once the 
Word God record w t Word. .. • 
er circle ~uld represent the revela. tion of God in nature and 
• In order, , 
stand the Bible as the Written Word, we must estimate it in 
its relation to na. ture on one hand; and the fiersoni! tro'rd 
on t&i other.tr - -- -- --
from different theologl cal 
as to is or Word of God 1 yet they 
do seem to on this one points is 
the faith.'* Barth 
The revealed Word of God \ve knoto~ only from the Scripture ••• 
The proclaimed Word of God we know only by lm:Hdng the revela-
tion attested through Scripture. 9 · 
Georgia 
Qnere 1~ ••• 
the Bible as ty.ulO beliaves that :bis 
to the Bible is such that it restores once Out' and 
recently the church has lost: ability to see the Bible in its 
entirety with 
Fosdick's Biblical study it is :oo tev.'Orthy that he vd.shes 
the entire Bible restored for use. 
8~. 1 p. 139. (Italics not in the original). 
9ta.rl Barth, The Doctrine of the Word of God, I, 11 136. ~ -------~ 
10 Georgia. Harkness, Foundations .2£ Christian Knowledge, p. 96. 
~a.rry Fosdick, The Modern ~ ~ ~ Bible, pj. 29. 
God of Him!elf to man, then one can conclude that the major pu::rpose 
of the ·Bible to reveal God to man. It will help the Bible stu-
dent if he 'l"lill remember that the primacy purpose of the Bible is a 
religious purpose and not a scientific one. Apparently tm Bible is 
not a textbook on the sciences of lr£n but rather on sinfulnesa 
of man •. ·There be times,. however, when the Bible seexr.s ·to speak 
on mtters pertaining to sciences. w'hat should be student's 
attitude to'Ward such statements? An a tt.empt to answer t.his question 
will at this time. 
!!!!.. Lapgua&e 2.£ ~ ~· One's view of the. interpretation 
of the Bible v.'ill be governed by his view of its inspiration. Since 
language is indispensable to communication--and revelation is com-
munication--it is logical to conclude that the language of the re-
velation in the is of utmost importance. How one approaches 
the language of the Bible will determine, psrhaps, his. interpreta-
tion to a great degree. 
c. Peter Wagner, in answer to tm charge that the evangelical 
is a Bibliolater, sets forth in Eternity magazine levels of 
Scripture-truth. The first is tthiatorlcaltt truth; by this he means 
the simple recording of an event or statement made by a person. The 
statement may or not have been true, but the recording of tmt 
statement is accurate. "Poeticaltt truth is another level of truth 
which refers to language which does not even assume to be understood 
in a ll teral or scientific sense. Even today poetic language is not 
scientific. Do trees really "err'? Why must some of the poetical 
language in the Bible be interpreted as being literal? Next he lists 
ne:r 
truth .. 
"Cultural" 
truth 
ed in the it was written. While eon-
all it still can-
not fully understood of eulture in it l'>'as writ-
ten .. 
for 
conflicts me.v:~ in their 
at 
is "theo-
literally within the 
they•re 
lh-16. 
one reoo gnizes these various HJ.evels'' of truth--not 
levels of inspiration--then of the problem to 
science diminish. Bernard feels also tba t the "keypoint 
entire approach to the problem. the Bible and scient!-
fie knowledgatt13 lies in area 
""""''·•e;~-6,,... of Bible is popular, not scientific, 
matters. oon-postu.la tional. 
Though the lana~ge of the Bible !!tpre-soientifio" it is not "anti-
"1.4 One of the of the 
obvious omission of theori tive to natural w. Bell 
this forth clearly 
A rems.rkable point in Biblical to nature., is that we 
find no definite e nation anywhere of natural things. The 
writers of Bib do not go the description of what 
they actually see around them, md the correct way in mich 
they descz•ibe wmt they do see, is beyond This the 
more noteworthy when we find so many mistakes in references to 
"'""""·"""'", the all times, e~.ren writers. 
l'lfe may see good reason wh;y the Scriptures avoid explaining 
phenomena, when \I!ICi consider t the only ~...,.~-'.....,'u.a 
current during the centuries in "'t.d.ch the Bible was written, 
were full of mythological ideas. • • • The of the Bible 
show m:Jre than severe self-control, and must indeed have been 
divinely guided, description avo 
theoretical explanations of natural things. For •cientist!S 
have now come to adopt this attitude as the only safe way:. 
authorities felt t.1at the 
which the Hebrews borrowed kinsmen, the Babylon-
was a conclusion drawn from the observation that 
lJ&amm, !,!!! Christian !!!! !?! Science ~ Scriptnre, p. 72. 
14 ~·~ pp. 65-80 far an excellent discussion. 
lSw. Bell Dawson, !!:!. Bible Confirmed £l Science, pp. 32-33. 
two accounts supposedly resembled each othsr.16 A superficial read• 
ing of the tv~ accounts may give that impression to some. 
We may suppose that the ancient Chaldaans intelligence 
enough to understand that i'oh accounts were in reality myths: 
not to be taken literally. 
On the other hand there is nothing in the description of the creation, 
early man, as recorded in the SCriptures, which 
en just as it stands written, witl"t.out sny such to common sense 
as t,hese myths demand.•118 A portion of the Babylonian myth will 
noted re so that the reader judge for himself the ~resemblance" 
Apsu and Tiamat were water DeitieB typified chaosJ to these 
were born Lahmu and Lah.amu, and later appeared .Amshar and lish-
ar 1 and still later .Anu other r,pds came into being. • •Aspu 
disliked the new order of things. • .Marduk slevl her (Jiama£1 r 
and split her bcdy into halves ••• one half of the body of Tia-
mat formed a covering for heaven [}he other t..alf. earti!J 
.... Marduk, or Bel, instructed Ea to cut off hie (Marduk's) 
head, and the ~~ wae out of blood which flowed from 
the god t 8 body. 
Theorizing relative to other natural things~ such as where sun 
went at night, is prevalent in ancient ll terature. It is oonspie-
uously abeent in the Scriptures. This can accounted for one 
takes into account the su.perinti!mding work of the Holy Spirit il'l the 
inspiration and guidance of the writers of the Scriptures. 
It appears vd.se to hold a view of inspiration which will allow 
16 
"Creation, .. .!!!_ ¥inczc1oP!d!! Americana, VIII, 170. 
17 
Dawson, 2E.• .2::..•» p. 29. 
18 
~-19 
NCrea tionft, ~. cit. 
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latitude to the Biblical writers in the langua e.'llployed by them.; 
problems will during inter-
pretation. The view vbieh holds that 
and they in turn wrote in the 
Holy Spirl t inspired the 
of their day and in 
their own style, is not in disagreement with the Scriptural 
-·r-""'""""''"'4 to inspiration; " .... mn from Ood., being mved by 
the Holy Spirit.1920 This view, that the writers \'iere '*given extra-
ordinar,y aid vdthout interference their 
istics or activitiears21 is held by such ......... ,v .... ..,j!T, .......... ,. as Wiley, 
Ralston and Hills.22 It 
is this of inspiration h investigator is COlT!.lOO-
dioua to an bet\1\.'E!en science Scriptures. Those woo held 
verbal or theory have had difficulty in account-
of Bible as 1 as the various lin-
guistioal stylings of the Biblical writers. 
B. S tl'Mr'!AR Y 
Christianity is a religion of revelation.. The Bible is in-
dispensable to revelation. Language is an essential in any 
communication, and hence essential the revelation found in the 
Christian Scriptures. , a study of the use 
of language the Scriptures is a keypoint to a true interprets tion 
20II Peter 1:21. A •. s. Version. 
2
\iiley, £E_• £!1• 1 P• 176. 
22Ibid. 
of Scripture. The student who has a coherent syst&m of inspiration 
and interpretation will saved many pitfalls :relative to what the 
tmt it says. Only a philo~'!'" 
opby of inspiration which allows flexibility in tbe language U$ed 
by the Biblical writers vd.ll save the interpreter :tx:om. oonclu.sions 
which conflict with the reliable findings of science. Wiley noted: 
The Barth . and the Bible are God • s tv.'O t&:xts 1 each having 1 ts 
place, time and function in progressive :revelation. Nature. 
is the prlm.ey ~Q:urce of knowledge, the Bible is supple":" 
:mentary source. ii!J 
As such they oom.plim.ent, abrogate, each other. Dl:le his unwar-
ranted insistence on 11 teral accuracy 1 the strict 11 teralist :immed-
iately beo0lfl6s involved in a conflict between results of geo~ 
logy and the language of Genesis I. The evangelical holds ·the 
~dynamic theory,• herein advocated, ie free to interpret the seeming-
ly "scientific'* language of the Bible as being simply popular lan-
Wben Bible speaks of the •:tour corners of the earth•?4 
this is neither scientific ror anti-ecienti:tic language,; it is ob-
concept of Biblical 
language is essential to an understanding of the following 
of this paper. 
2) Ibid. I P• 140. 
-2Laevelation 20r8. A. s .. Version. 
BIBLICAL OF 
IV 
BIBLICAL IN THE S 'ruDY ANTIQUITY OF MlN 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The evangelical Biblical interpreter faces many problems when 
endeavors to effect agreement between the Scriptures the a-
liable findings of modern science. The reason for these problems 
are enunciated by Pratt: 
The book of Nature and God emanate from the same 
infallible at variance. But 
man a or both 
Divine , 
conflict. 
The evangelical t s view that the reliable 
an at tempt on 
closely as 
in the area the studf 
of man. 
that in anthropology. Those who train-
t. In a work 
un-
lOOSt the 
of the science-scripture e et center in anthropology', and 
that concepts of the evolution of man and the develo~ment of 
civilization are both in. the anthrop::~logy. · 
Many Bibles, listed in their a date 
of 4004 B.c. :for the 
of s, so scientist 
the a vi tal problem. 3 An answer 
the clainlS of mo•:mrn 
discoveries and tb! of 
problem of 
Oen-
I is 
ed out that problems inherent 
were more pressing to evangelical ti.anity 
geology or astronomy.•t 4 
in 
s. 
The 
ton 
Fetzer, View 
Modern Science !!!..:! Christian Fait~, p. 99. 
lzbi~., P• 101. 
\amm, on. cit., P• 305. 
--
0 i :> 1 translated "day~ in e account of cr0a tion, easily 
allows scientist latitude in antiquity of the 
earth. Oan this same flexibili t.Y be 
pologioal dating of $'01 000 to 5001 000 
!!.!!, recognition Evidence that problems exist 
Soriptures, of can 
found in the multitude of concerning the science-
conflict. Harold W. Bernard, an educator in Oregon State•s 
educat:f.on, stated that the first step in problem. 
solving was a "felt need. uS a need 
books Scripture. This is evi-
articles as, "A at Evolution," and fiEvolu-
tion or 
6 
cal. conclusions these 
but s t a 
this realm. 
lists as the step in a problem solving 
situation •locating or recognizing a problem situation.'*? The 
of reoogni and understanding the problem is seen in 
these words: "The :more clearly one can state the nature of dif-
.fioulty the mre likely to solve it. Hence, if evangel-
~ .,~Harold w .. Bernard, Psychology of Learning and Teaching, p.l$$'. 
;!' 
°Christianitl Todaz, 11, no. 23 lll, no. 16 issues. 
?Bernard, ~· ~· 
8 
Ibid .. 
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ical is to attempt solve the seience-Scrlpture tension for him-
self for others, he liD.ISt recogru.ze what is involved in the 
problem and what the nature of difficulty is. This chapter is 
an attempt to lay bare the inherent in evangelical view 
of man•s antiquity in the light of """'J'A""'·" 
tology. observed that 
tions the conflict are dul;y 
i:n 
counterfeit solution. At 
as all 
mll the 
as well as the nr,P.sl'mt 
poi."l t the to 
recall 
tr..at the 
earlier 
but the result 
seem to be the 
reli 
l'I'Ja.n t s developnent. 
answer. 
casual 
a 
t 
ancient 
If but the 
the 
this ~ To evan~ , apparently, this looms 
up as a destructive, counterfeit solution.. He dare not take this 
in to retain the Scriptures as a rule of 
faith and conduct" In the definition an evangelical fered in 
this it was noted that;an evangelical Bible as 
the rule faith and conduct. the Bible is full of scientific 
error, ds it against the sibi li ty of being full of theo-
logical n?Jligious error? To simply state that the Bible not 
a scientific but rather a religious book dou net solve this 
lly the sa:m.e thing. 
In the mean time I wish to enforce the important principle that1 
41 
to 
references it, we cannot rest in the general sta teml:.'!'nt 
the Bible Science, more 
historical facts by the 
to 9 
Bible sei 
trinally. 
to ir1elude in the lved an-
logical problem.. Perhaps some ne"'' aspects of this problem 
brought to li in 
by 
vi tal to the 
this rork. which tten to now is intro-
due tory 
While it 
on the science-scripture tens ion that the pri:mary goal of 
gelieal authors was to bring into agreemen.t sci-
ence Scripture, it seems t the underlying motivation is the 
maintenance of integrity of Holy Scripture. F. Alton Everest, 
9J ., 
• w. 
is the :prayer each s 
will prove to be an able !:_itness to ~ veracity of ~ Word 
2! C<>d in 0 rdei' c1sJ.i1l.S orCh.t"l.St on the Irves or 15en 
ma7'bi effectively proclaimed in this science-minded age. 
in-
~to show more in tail 
is true to 
it ''ruld be well to mention at this point rela-
a belief in reliability Scriptues 
salvation. it seems nsistent 
storieal 
0 • ng a 
accept Christ as Savior, of all led to an 
· acceptance historical authenticity all in the 
licl!ll could ssibly conclude then that there 
as personal Savior not 
view the Scriptures in total as historically reliable. Thus, Y<hile 
it be possible to be coovert,ed and deny integri t;.r of 
all Scripture, it iel certainly .. It 
trust n>uld toward all if only of it was vi.ewed 
re 1i able. The thee logian accepted as his Savior 
be a living paradox; 
10 F. Alton Modern Science and Christian Faith, vii. 
11 
Dawson, ~· ~., P• 43. 
43 
,.,,,.~.,~.,.. saetr' paradoxical • crvangeliml 
a view paradoxical, 
of 
central tenet. 
1" let. 
Ob:ru tian love tu'ldereti.nd-
one a , .. ...,, ... ., 
on 
On 
all of-
loses as a re11ult. 
if it ever is wis 
A§!!!•~~ bemeen ~,:;rt-etur'e it 
held too'~"'""'<~>-
, F. 
could well,be that of· the evangelical rela.tiw to the inspiration 
of Hol7 Scripture: 
Inspiration covers not only a pari Scripture, e. g. the 
chief matters, the doctrines, and such things as were before 
unknown to the w:rl tiers, etc.,. entire Scriptures. Ev-
ery part of Scripture is inspired. That, and notlrlng less, 1s12 the of '*.All Scripture is given "b,y inspiration of God~*# 
Professor Berkhof, present-day reformed theologian, shows the rela.-
tionship existing between nature Scripture by observing, HAll 
our knowledge of God is derl ved from His self-revelation in nature 
13 
and in Scripture.~ Although one ~ not have agreed with profess-
ors .Berkhof and Pieper, in total; yet if he is to be an evangelical 
he l\'ill agree with the essential truths of these two statements. 
Namely, that it is through His self~revelation in nature Scrip-
tures that God is known; and that the Scriptures are inspired. 
e"Yangelical is urged to recall at this point the of c. Pet-
er Wagner he stated that while there are not lewls of inspira..; 
--
tion in the Bible there are levels of truth. 
Pertinent to the t~evelation of in uture the 
, Berkhof cotr;mented: 
Bible testifies to a twofold revelation of' God: a revela-
tion in nature round about us, in human consciousness, and in 
the providential government of. the vorldJ and a revelation em-
bodied in the Bible as the Word of God. It testifies to the 
in such passages as ·t:.be follo?.ing: "The heavens declare 
the glory of God: and the fhmnent [siCl showeth His handi-
~rk. Day- unto day utteret~ spsech, andrdght unto night show-
eth knowledge,• Ps. 19:1,2. 
12Francis Pieper, Chrl stian Do~ tic_!, p. 220. 
lJL. Berkhof 1 Systema tie Theolo~, P• .35. 
14 Ibid., P• .36. 
-
J. H. Wythe, apparently a doctor of medicine and a minister, con-
eluded rtaining to the two books na tu.re and Seriptlll'6, "Thus 
the Record of 
to V'lhy two records are necessary, Berkhof has stated concerning 
position of Scholasticism: 
But it [natural tio~ enabled wan to attain to a 
scientific natural knowledge of God as ultimate cause of 
things, it did not prorlde for knowledge the nweter-
ies, such as the Trinity, the incarnation, and re~mption. 
This knowledge is supplied by special rewlation. 
Benjamin Warfield, noted theologian, said essentially the same thing 
concerning distinction and yet the unity of se two forme of 
The one has to Sllpply the natural need of 
ereaturee for knowledge of their Goo; the other to rescue broken 
and deformed from their sin its consequences.. But, 
though thus distinguished from one another, it is important 
that the t-wo species or stages revelation should not 
in opposition to one another~ or the closeness of their mutusl 
relations or constancy their interaction obscured. 
They constitute together 1~ unitary. vti;Dle1 and each is incom-plete without the other • . ·r · 
Wythe, referring to the results l.eontology, keenly 
The gradual unfolding of tmse facts was witnessed on the 
one hand by weak-minded theologians with dread,. lest the foun-
dations of Scripture faith should bs overturned,-as if Nature, 
proJl!lrly interpreted, could ever contradict God's Wordl-and 
on the other hand was prematurely hailed by half-1du.cated in-
fidels as a contribution to their cause. The ~eat masters of 
tion,~ I.S.B.E., IV, 2575. 
humble unmoved, fUll~' 
persuaded that "the m rd of the Icrd endureth forever. nl8 
Perhaps he expressed the position of evangelicalism when he stai:,ed 
that nature, properly interpreted, will not contradict God"s l>lord. 
Could one not here that God's Word, proper:Qr inter:preted, ffill 
not contradict nature either? Thoss Aquinas, according to Berkho.f' 1 
._ver, that there could be no He [Thomas Aquinai] held, 
conflict the truths 
al revelation. If there appears t5:9be 
e of superna tur~ 
conflict, there is eome-
one's philosophy. 
the of to-
In to the Scripture, 
Wythe 
as and unsophisticated it must e~li&!lnt that 
the grand outlines sketched by :Moses are the same aar those 
which us trace; rfect 
and unsettled the details :fu:.rnished b.1 scientific inquires may 
appear on points.. changes we expect 
introduced by new discoveries, in our present vier; of the uni-
verse and globe, picture 
will An? t~ase admirable 
Genes:~.s. 
the 
con versant in the 
18tqthe, 2£• ~·, p. 152. 
19Berkhof, loc. cit. 
--20 
of 
Guyot, quoted by Wythe, 2E• 2!:· 1 PP• l!)h-155. 
geology. 
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Such a person is Edwin K. Gedney. In his contribution to the Ameri~ 
can Scientific Affiliation •s publication he stated that "geology 
serves as a complement to ths Bible by providing a wealth of je'i'.adl 
to amplit;r the outline of Genesis. • 21 He also gave a chart as a 
suggested har~n;r between the two records. Wythe has s~d it up 
when he said: 
The deductions of Natural Science being regarded ae fixed facte, 
men are inclined to make them a etandard of all truth. It is 
therefore necessary to show the har1mny and eons is teney exist-
ing between the Book of Nature and that volume wbi2~ claims to 
be the Book of God's revelation in hu:m.an language. 
The matter has been equarely set before the evangelical. Science 
has made its impress upon the thinking of modern man. If the Bible 
is to speak to :modern man, it would seem that agreement must be 
shown between the sciences of the day and this Bible. 
In the preface to Modern Science ~ Christian Faith, F. Alton 
Everest clea.rly laid forth the necessity of vindicating the Bible 
when it speaks relative to historical and scientific matters. If it 
is found to be unreliable at these points, how can one help but V«>n-
der al:out the reliability of the rest of Scripture? 
The Bible states that it is a message from God to man con-
taining information as to the put, present, and future course 
of events, the full significance of which man cannot discover 
by himself. Its message is J.lf'imari::cy- a spiritual one; yet its 
sweeping scope treating mn and his home, the earth, from cre-
ation to the end time inevitably touches upon points of great 
historical and scientific significance. Surely if this Book 
is found untrustworthy in these incidental contacts, the 
2~wtn K. Gedney, "Geology liilld the Bibla," Modern Science and 
Christian Faith, P• S4• -
2~he, 2£• .s!1•, P• 29 • 
spiritual 
. 23 
viewed with auspieion. 
..!!.':!uniqueness 2f. ~ Genesis account 2,! Creation, Before 
leaving the subject of the integrity of the Scriptures, it mq be 
well to note the uniqueness of the account of creation as found in 
OEtnesis as St<!;!lpared with the sciences of mankind up unti 1 the advent 
of modEtrn science. Doctor Charles Warring observed that 
ness was a definite sign of the Divine origin of the Bible and es-
pecia 11:,y this account of creat:fo n. 
Whatever may be thought of certain prominent theories so-
called science-mostly pertaining to biology--there is no doubt 
that vastly mere of the world• s actual history is known mw 
than, for example, in the da,vs of Milton} and, consequentJy 1 we 
am to that exten,t, in a better position for the comprehending 
the s tor'J of creation. On the other hand, if account in 
Genesis were of human invention it vculd easil'l square with the 
science of the times in which it wae written. 24 
significant aspect of this Genesis account is that it m t 
square l1'd. th the science of its day, but rather is more in with 
modern-day science.. Dootor ~the suggests that the brief histcr,r 
of the creation, as found in Genesis I, was r•for centuries the plain-
est, most rational, most oonsistent known to mankind."2' TP.e 
Biblical account stands out strangely isola.'ted from the ancient 
philosophies of creation. 
creation of tm world out of by the of God, 
its globular form and susptnsion in space, and its gradual 
49 
preparation as a habitation r man, were clearly taught by 
the Bible when all the ancient philosophies and systems of 
heathenisrn were full of ·the crudest and wst absurd theories. 26 
of: these theories my found in books of mythology and in en• 
eyeloped:t as. 'VJ;rthe 1i sts a of the current in ancient 
ideas relative to the eli!-rth and the heaverus iflhich are "strangely1t 
absent in the Biblical a.ooount. •Thus, in Greek and Latin philos-
ophy a so lit ·..;aul t, a tudded 
note 
n means literally 
to 
Biblical ere-
••• 
Vlilre 
bold it as by anchors 
A of caution for the noted in the 
ta~e specu 1a tiona who 
the text of Scripture itself. 
of as are called, 
ing study of the Scriptures for t speculations 
old philosophers 1 taught doctrines scarcely less absurd,; and 
27Ibid. 
-28Ibid... lCQ " p.. ./ • 
-
Galllao was condemned by the lnquisi tion for teacl'dng the motion 
of the earth. 29 
stated that ther,::J was ample reason for accepting the Genesis 
a Divine 
men larger more accurate ledge of the 
[Genesis acc:oun~ would diverge more more 
current •'science,." until, at last, the contradiction would 
so apparent that no sane ·man could accept both as t)\\e• 
~ !:J!_!!.!!. 2f.,!!! cosmc~omes l'f..osaic. 
the 
none 
when he stated: 
oonsi. ate~t with, 
Writ.J 
are 
to the 
the 
ScriEtural misinter'Orstations. The integrity of the Scrip-
tures will al•ys be in doubt as as men's interpretations of the 
Bible are equated with the Scri}:ture itself. Many of professor Hux-
ley' a objections to the Genesis account of creation during the latter 
of the nineteenth century,. were in reality leveled against Mil-
ton's interpretation as found in his '3Paradise Lost.n.:32 A liat of 
the forth by 
29tbid. 
-
2£· !!i·J p. 12. 
Warring. 
ttThe universe was made six thousand years ago ... "Light and· 
da.rlmess a:re substances.'* *'There a solid or arch 
above the earth.tt "The sun and moon are supported by that arm .ev 
"The earth is the largest body in the universe." ·"The conti-
nents and seas were ude in a few hours. tt "These were all com-
pleted before any plants or animals existed. n •tThere were no 
plants or animals before grasse1, herbs, end fruit-trees." 
ttThe sun was created after se plants.n "The earth is larger 
than the sun or the stare." "The:n!! was no animal life on land1 
or in the water, before whales and birds." It There were no 
land animals before cattle, beasts, and other living creatW..es." 
"There were· no men before Adam.'a 
Not one of these statements is found in this account. Each 
is merely an inference by solt'll$body wha. t3~e trd.nks Hol'iles meant. l"'ostly they are bare interpolations. 
That the Church has erred in its in.tsrprstation of scripture in some 
areas is evident by treatmnt of such scientific advances as the 
disoo·very of the rotation of the earth as proposed by Copernicus. 
Galileo was condemned by t.h.e pope because of his astronomical dis-
coveries. Jh Navigators circUl'l'.!nalvigated the earth, thereby proving 
its spherical shape. However, "the Catholic Church continued ob-
stinately to refuse to accept the truth which the adventurou..' navi-
gators had proved.")$ Such an attitude en the part of the Church 
caused mn to ask the question, ttif the Church stands the 
great discoveries of these :aen, '1\hat other ways is she resisting 
36 
the truth and teaching falsehoods?'* One might well apfJly tba t 
same question to the Church today, ervangelieal or otherwise. 
13 Ibid. I P• 212. 
-3~enry Hallam Saunderson, .:!!:.! !;!!l Called ~ere!l, p. 315. 
)$Ibid .. , p. Jlh. 
-36Ibid. 
The attitude of Piepe--r seems very unv.ise at this point. He 
states very Cbgmatioa.lly that 
the time in which creation was completed was six days ••• 
these six days are neither to be shortened, for pious rea-
sons ••• nor .... extended, fo)7impious reasons ••• to six periods of indefinite length• . 
Pieper c say that these can only interpreted correctly 
either or scholarly. 
:Benjamin Warfield's attitude at this point should be con-
trasted with that of Pieper's. Pieper seemingly had little use for 
the claims of modern geology he stated: 
Men who presume to correct God's reoord of the creation through 
conclusions drawn from the recent condition of the world are 
playing the role of scientific wiseacrts, a procedure unwortlzy' 
of Christians, as well as of men in general.. The discord among 
professional ~logists, for example, as to the age of the 
earth and of man is so that only he will speak of "assured 
results" of goo logy has c ompletel.v 8renounced the use what nason is left to man after the Fall.J 
The reader is asked to contrast this attitude with that taken by 
Benjamin Warfield who stated that evolution ncannot act as a substi-
tute for creation, but as best can supply only a theory of the meth-
.39 
od of the divine providence." If om had to choose between these 
two attitudes, the evangelical would do well to look upon the scien-
ees as a complement to theologv 1 rather than its enemy. To equate 
one's view of interpretation with the truth itself, as apparently 
37 Pieper, .2£:_ ill·, p. 468. 
)8 Ibid., P• L67. 
-
39Benjamin Breeldnrldge Harfield, .Biblical~ Theoloa;ioal 
Studies, p. 2)8. 
53 
en 
it 
of this is uni-
This conclusion 
atomic energy has come i.'l'lto being we ti:la t ·Jllass can 
of things,. so some scientists reason. Peter Stoner, Christian 
astronomer, tentative for 
hl things.'t In a recent article of Science Hews Letter the universe 
.;;......---------
was dated at between seven to • 
the first of the uni-
verse as a result of radioactive dating. 
Dr. Allan R. Sandage of the Observatories* r&unt 
Palomar~ staff said variation in~he 
of the universe du.e to uncertainties that still exist 
in the fi are 1 nn111""'""""'~" 
for the first time are consistent with th!! 
geologists p~ decay of radioactive 
. meteo:t'ites.4 
scientists now speak of the .. birthn 
with the dogmatic statement the Scriptures that God brougllt the 
universe into being at a certain time. 
hOPete:r Stoner, "Genesis I in the Light of Modern Astronom;r," 
!!.!!. Evidence 2f. ~!!!, ~ Exendi!J> Universe, p. 139. 
hlxoid. 
-
h2"Universe Age Jibes 'ft.1th Radioactive Dating,n Science 
!!.!!!. Letter, November 15, 1958, LXXIV, 307. 
evangelical shm11d ever e him thought that 
not attempt to describe the process of nature. "I read 
that the 
.. • that the waters 
continues, I see as to 
C. THE AN TIQu1 TI OF rl.A.N 
man object 
he thus or 
Hence, of to find 
corrmon ground ~d.th modem science with t~ pro of 
this investigator. In 
publication, Modem Science 
the was giv4!m to the 
other one subject the book:. And rightly so. No other 
field science touches the nerve center of 
ern-day anthropology, which includes human paleontology. In the 
conclusion of his on anthropology, stated: 
have now surveyed and anthropelogy and fo tbre 
blems more severe than Genesis and 'l'he most uncom-
fortable problem is t.~e relationship o1' the antiquity of 
tnr.utall of man, to the state culture in Genesis 
L,. 
41
warring, .22· .£!.!·, pp. 2.3-2h. 
~amm, 2£• ~·, P• .3L2. 
there are sources of 
is oon-
:revelation of His 
:r shall called data..- and the 
Scientific data. In the p disre-
finds conclusions paleontologists on the 
1'tidel;r sea ttered. This can 
no data. "Between eighty 
and ninety individuals are of vary-
•• wrote concerning of 
man. tt h5 'I'he accumulating 
from only one o:r two pieces as some have previously 
investi tor to make plain that he 
not subject of the antiquity of man lilfith a thec>ry of 
that he intends to is to correlate 
the genera JJy accepted date for the age fossils out of which a 
developed some future date. 
d authority in the field fluo-
sets forth in an ancyolopedie :inventory, Anthro:E!!?lo~l 
45Moody, Introduction 
lley and Fetzer, 
OD. oit., P• 161. 
--
Evolution, 217. 
Christian View of Anthropology," 
,· 
of one 
aware of tbe meticulosity of 
1 of 
R .. 2. or se..,. 
A. 
Oakley 
qW!Inoe the containing deposit (o~. fauna or cul• 
ture undoubtedly with the specirrJen) can be 
(e .. g., 
of gla 
tion as ca 
a 
of 
on the 
sit 
char-
tailed table. Obviously a "R. is much more reliable than a 
All of this pains taken by the sci-
a fossil 
16, 1960) 
pected that 
and 
In the pa 
tests 
,._;;...;......;;. ... 
.57 
of 
stated 
(Januazy 
objects up to 
new 
successful. It is ex• 
-,,,,,,,-_,.,"'"' will help unravel the chronological rqster-
that left pottery • 
d.ated by d; it can dated by 
The evan res be 
age of such of' such 
tools available to the a the 
that it was carton 14 
was accurate of 
Scrolls. 
Canon in the Church 
and 
in rock 
by in sue-
of rooks, it the development 
o on this tbsir appear-
to the present time; and tt..e evidence so obtained not 
a diapute but fact, must be accepted by all 
unbiased and unp:re .1udieed Chris tiian people. The record of the 
s o. Buswell, III, nA Creationist Interpretation of Pte-
historic Evolution Ca~stian Thou~ht, p. 173. 
was 
bold 
., 
development took place is a matter of some speculation, but that 
bas such is a 
of theory. It is an obvious and unquestionable fact ••• ·.We 
, 
den~eL.is refusing to 
wcrK • . 'J 
is 
as 
)1 
ci 'Vi.lization 
~· , P• 211. 
, P• 212. 
are 
centered on or 
or man's 
course of human development. "We note here," stated .Moody, 
"that throughout hu.man evolutioo thEl'e has been em. increase in brain 
se not been 
true in the development of the great a~s. This some scien-
to believe that the 
on the increase of m:m's intelligence he nee 
'I'he brain of 
450 to • 
mt"o,,>il>"f"n man is from. 900 o.c. to about 2400 c.c. Did this South 
tfi..at 
ice 
znen. 11 
use tools? is little evidence upon 
an answer,@$4 
5e men. o than 
"just and/or just 
lived before Pekin 
ago. 56 
Java men v~ere about t in height a..rJd also walked 
eapaei ty of sbou t 13 50 o .e. to an 
inter-
of the South African ape• 
57 
S2 213. ~., P• 
$.3Ibid.~ p .. 217. 
-
, p .. 214. 
ss!bid. ft 
-· 
P• 223. 
S6Ibid., Po 216. 
-57Thid .. , p. 215'. 
It believed that tm Pekin :man were contemporary with the Java 
men.. When professor wrote his book, he stated that 
skulls skull 
the Java men with the exception that their 
58 
was 1075 c.c. 
man. 
100,000 
successors 
human history, 
" p .. 217 .. 
~ p .. 219. 
v:ere lar to 
as 
men .. 
date from the 
some 
date f'rom. the Second Interglacial period• 62 
The Third Interglacial period has been dated 2201 000 years ago and 
the Second period near 600,000 Fetzer dated Neanderthal 
man at 100,000 years also. 63 Professor Bernard Ram was V\ti.lllng tO 
grant the anthropologilllt his 200,000 or 5oo,ooo or even 900,000 
years. 6h 
Any adequate solution to t;he Scriptural account of the crea-
tion of an must take into account the scientific data mentioned 
above.. One must remnber that the fossil data ?lill newr be com-
plete, since fossilization is a ver;y· complex process. 65 The marvel 
is not that the paleontologist has so few fossils with which to work, 
but rather that he has as many as he does. 
~oriptural~· The Bible does not set a date for the ori-
gin of man. All of the dates that have been proposed as being Bibli-
cal are but inferences from the Scripture itself. This the student 
must continually keep in mind. Warfield. observed that the Scripture 
gives man no guidance relative to estimating the antiquity man. 
In a word; the Scriptural data leave us wholl.;r v1ithout guidance 
in estimating the time which elapsed between the creation of the 
world and the deluge and between the deluge and tm call of 
Abraham.. So far as the Scripture assertions are concerned, we 
suppose any length of time to have intervgged between these 
events which may otherwise appear reasonable. 
62 
Smalley and Fetzer, .2E• £!:!:·, p. 162. 
63Ib. d ac 
--!...•• P• 1 ;;• 
6~am, ££• 2.!1·, pp. 3lh-315, J28. 
65&ody, 2E• ill• See chapter 7 for a discu..<1:sion of fossils. 
66 Warfield, 2£• ~., p. 2h7. 
One wonder• if the 200,000 or $001 000 or even 9001 000 years interval 
or not? The genealogies of Scripture, from hall 
the Biblical inferences relative to man's antiquity are drawn, ll'iere 
not constructed for a chronological purpose; those who endeavor to 
construct a time table from them_ create problems.. tJssher' s 
-chronology is a prime example of this.. His date of h138 B.C. for the 
creation of man67 is generally regarded as not *'tenable" 
68 
em scholars. Foster felt tha.t 8,000 years was ample allowance 
the creation of man. 69 The must remem.ber that "~>'~hen Foster 
lute" dating of fossil data, such as exists today the carbon 14 
and the the~l'llll'dnescence methods. J. I .. Marais, wr:t ting in The 
--
International Standard Bible ~o;yalof:!dia in 1915, felt that from 
12,000 to 1$1000 years te for s antiqui -cy was sufficient in the 
70 light of the discoveries of his day. 
Professor ~-larfield was perhaps correct when he stated that 
••the question of the antiquity of man has of itself no theological 
significanee."71 He continued to show that the reason it has become 
a theological problem is due to the contrast that drawn be-
tween' the short time allotted in the Scriptures to 
history the tre:mndously long time allotted by ths scienee3. 
67 Ibid. 1 p. 2.39. 
-
2£ · ~·, P• .313 • 
69 Randolph Foster, Studies!!:_ Theoloq, IV, 300. 
70 J. I. Marais, "Anthropology,at I.S .. B.E., I, 1$1. 
71 
Warfield, 2£• £!1• 1 p. 238. 
can s bring two records in closer 
genealogies of 3 to 5 flexible enough 
great time soh~nce? What Cb genealogies 
relative to the a 
Is correct states that the Creationist "need 
no quarrel with an. a!ltiqui ty of hundreds of thousands of 
oorreot states that ttwe might s tretah 
tablc:::s of ancestors a few thousand years, but can we stretch 
2001 000 years?" 73 Ram.m was to the ancestors of Gene-
s. ~Jarf:leld an interesting and significant discovery per-
"""~ ....... E> to the genealogies found tlt;."leir symmetrical arrange-
in indicative of their compression.n 7h Tr.is 
reached this investigator some 
the 'l:lwo 1 records, differences were otrvious; when a comparison 
was w.t tb the records of genealogies as .found in tm Old Testa• 
ment., omissions were evident. The clue to these problems rray per-
the clue to Genesis genealogical problem. Matthew•s ao-
the generations from Abraham unto David are fourteen 
generations; and from David unto the carrying away to Babylon 
72 Buswell, .2E.. ~., p. 181. 
73 
Ramm., .2:2• .::!!•, P• 327 • 
7
hwarfield, 2£• ~·~ P• 2L7. 
J and car:c;rL'1g 
st fourteen gen!!:rations. 75 
Wil.'1tever one may feel Matthew• s reason for a.rra.nging the genealogies 
into groups of fourteen or for eliminating certain persons in ths 
genealogies, thi.."ii .faot remains clear; this is not a chronologically 
pure arrangement, tut rathsr a logical one. To try to construct a 
time table from this record would result in error. The princi-
ple hold true in Warfield's discovE~ry. The arrangmnents in groups: 
of ten is significant and suggest a logical, rot an all-inclusive ~­
oord. Therefore, Warfield concluded: 
•• • and for aught we know instead of t?.reni:f generations and 
soma cre-
ation and the birth of Abraham, t~Jo hundred generations, and 
like twenty years, or even two thousand gen-
erations a.n;6so.~r~thing like two hundred thousand years my have intervened. 
may seem like a neat solution which solves all rel-
of man .. a partial an ewer, tu t 
there am some que~ stions h mu.st recognized as 
erucia.l. was no doubt oorrect observed that the 
lies in the co mection of of 
3 with 4 of an 2001 000 or 500,000 • 
In t fourth and fifth ohap·t,ers of we have of 
of people, 1 agriculture, metalurgy, mu.aio. ' 
the ability to write, to count, to bUild, ·to 
to to eompose. Further, this is done the immed-
iate descendants of Adam. Civilization d0e1s not r:::-v-ea-1 any evi-
dence of its existence till about 8000 B.C. or, to some, 161000 
B.C. We can hardly push it back to 5001000 B.C. It is p:n)blem-
75Matthew ltl7, A.s.v. 
76 \iarfield, loc. £!:..!:• 
¥d.ll 
atio Adam as at 200,000 C. 
or earlier, wf1h civilization not coming into e:dstenee till 
aooo B.c. 
it will not be too long until ts 
no doubt the 
6$ 
ted hundreds of can man account 
the birth of civilization, as we know it thro 
This question will to be 1 sci• 
ence uncovers more information. 
.Another question that to be eventually 1 
relates to the one, 
world population view of a uit.y 
accentuates this in his volumes. set forth sev-
then if 
flood was universal if :lt oocured 4,200 ;rears 
Our difficulty to account present in 
so brief a time, but r&tJ~r the time is nDre than we knO'I!l! what 
to do with. we reduce the of increase, to double once 
in five generations, we have as the result 28 doublings., 'I'bat 
show the present to 
four lines 254,179,77$ of women alone. 'fhis sum, multiplied by 
four, the of the lines 1 1 0161 7161 000; double 
this to account for th.e men and we have for ou:r present popu-
lation 2,033,4.321 200-two and thirty-three 
nearly a half. 7~t is l~oo.,ooo,.ooo more than 
pushed back to 200,000 instead 
the prob multiplied. population 
JhO. 
2.£• ill• .t P• 32 7• 
78 Foster, op. cit., p. JJ9. For full scussion see PP• .335-
a life that unknown 
slow reproduction. The flood cannot be used 
problem.. 
sane app9al for a local 
of a 
population only 
it must be into by the honest inves-
• 
involved in a ty man for 
last anthro-
5001000 anti for 
first 4901 000 so slow? anthropologist woo 
lieve that the of the Bible was first can easilY answer 
taken man to develop intellect 
civilization. who holds to 
first man and Eve the first woman, resort to this 
and 
were intelligent; also the Genesis chapters four and five 
discussion just mentioned seem tc for a culture very soon after 
These are a few of the problems the evangelical must face in 
full discussion see PP• 229-249. 
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Ibid. I P• 2)8. 
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of 
Another question, -v<hieh :i.ndirectl;y to of 
the a;;e the Old 
the 
have lived over 900 
was l)O in 
science. It 
r 
(to men 
It seems unlike 1y tl:la t old 
one answer to 
• 
effects an-
swer the Scripture, 
Bible is 
of sin into no Scripture 
that climatic 
8l:tbid. 1 P• .341. 
82 . 
Willi am R. Vis, 
.!!!!!, ~ Christian Fai th 1 P• 2lt.2• 
the Bible," Modem Sci-
-
.men 
only 
, it 
man's name. 
longevity 
nenee and leadership; 
at 
mately succeeded to the 
The student a gain must be reminded the danger in equating 
his om theories with Scriptural One must not make the Bible 
say more than it clearly states; undue friction w.lll 
between systems of theolo as well as between theology and seience.o 
A 
confront-
a.ccount. 
and • 
rro 
or 
fall sin 
John D. Davis, "Antediluvian Patriarchs," I.S.B.E. 1 I, ll$3. 
individual's life? These are some of the questions inherent in an 
evangelical study of human evolution. 
OrJanic evolution. The word *'evolution• simpzy means 
"change.n84 The evolution with which this paper is concerned is a 
special aspect of evolution called ~:~organic evolution.tt 
This subdivision of evolution deals with change undergone by 
living things., plants and animals. For our purposes we my 
define organic evolution as the the;&g- that lants and animals 
now livin! are the modified diicen ntsor-s t-affferent 
piinG 2,_ iii'rmaTs,w&Icfi Hved §. tlies f!e • 
With this definition of organic evolution in mind, the question is 
asked if there is anything contained in it with which the evangeli-
cal must disagree? This is quite different from the common concep-
tion that organic evolution means that man came from monkeys. That 
there have been zoodified changes since the creatkm is evident in 
the record of the rocks. 
This geological record demonstrates that hosts of animals not 
present in the modern ~rld formerly lived. What became8gt them, and what was their relationship to D:~dern animals? 
Bence, Jmdern scientists accepted organic evolution as a fact. 
Paleontology gave strong support to the theory of organic change to 
69 
such a degree that many modern scientists and evangelical theologians 
make creationism and organic evolution compatible. The theory of 
organic e"!!Ilution holds no threat to the evangelical; however, SOOI) 
of the conclusions drawn from it, such as a mechanistic 'View of the 
8~ody, ~· ill· Jl p. 1. 
8
\oid. (Italics not in the original). 
-86Ibid., P• 8. 
out 
to take a evolu-
do 
a of evo-
tt 
Frank Collier, who has written a on nature 
Catholic 
and ture is evident in this 
Wesley, Survez, II, 185-186, quo ted by Frank Collier 1 
John =~'- ::::;::;:.;:.!£!. Scientists, P• lSO. 
cit. 
71 
state:ment i.n !.!!! Catholic Encyclopedia: "One of tr.e most im.-
po:rtant quet~Jtions for e Catholic to-day i~:u What is 
to be thought of the theory of evolution?n90 Apparently the typical 
.~. . v,.u<:>.u Catholic pod tion is a theistic ewlution. 9l From this Roman 
'!'hat God should have use of natural, evolutionary, 
nal causes in the production of' man's body, is E!!. not 
and W&.<JJ propounded by st. Augustine (~~e 
, SAINT, under v .. ~ususti.!f::lSI!!!!Histo!l)• 
The evangel :loa 1 should be able to agree with Wasmann' s conclusion 
The soul could not been derived through natural 
evolution from that of the bru·te, since it is of a spiritual 
nature; for which reason we Y§~st its to a crea• 
tive act on the part of God .. 
to a 
the theory of evolution, Warring 
I read that plants sprouted forth the t the 
~aters swarmed with certain kinds of life; and that the earth 
brought forth cattle, beasts, etc.; but nothing whatever as to 
the in which it was done.. • • • hence that ani-
and plants th~ 1?earest preceding species rather 
than from raw water and earth. :1t:. 
It has been observed that feel that organic evolution is 
90 E. Wasmann, "Evolution," Catholic En!?f<?~_?pedia, v. 654. 
91 
Buswell, 2.2· ill· 1 P• 185. 
93 
Ibid. 
22. • ~·, P• 655. 
162-163. 
not with 
cone lusions 
tie origin o:t ) which are variance with Sort ptures. 
e-vangelical need no t evolution light 
of observations made; but he alert to answer infer-
from evolution v'4bioh in turn are 
fact. 
Human evolution. Reference has reotly to 
lvement o:t man in the total process evolution. However, 
to consider this 1 since 
major 
popular as to the evolution 
listed by Fetzer: (1) The Theory and (2) The Weiden-
s Theory. The classic theory views the human process like unto 
which produces "steadily diverging branches and twigs .. n She 
et'l'he various rosail an considered to :epre-
and not the 
one which as the present ) • This one branch 
in tum split into diverging twigs which are represented by the pre-
sent human races. The Weidenreioh' s theory holds to a poiyoentrlc 
origin. races were developing at the same time at various 
speeds during the Pleistocene period. 96 
and Fetzer, 
96 Ibid., P• 164. 
-
should be the notion evolution 
out clearly that 
one ca:n.'i"!ot descend frcm another. 
con temporaries·. 
It is as incongruous to speak of one as descendant of the 
other as it would be to speak of one member of the sophorDre 
class in college as the deacendant of another of that 
class. l-Jhat, then, is the evolutionary interpre of the 
relationship existing between monkey and man? Rather than be-
ing a, father-to-son relationship, it is comparable to a 
cousin-to-eousin relationship. lou and your cousin have a pair 
o:t• grandparents in co!llliOih Modern man and nnAI~rn monkey are 
thoug~; of as having shared a commn ancestor in distant 
past. 
That there has been some change, or evolution, over t 
of man's history a well established fact. How significant these 
changes ba:ve been is anotbar matter. A student can readily see the 
changes observing the skulls and jaw bones of the South African 
Ape""''V1n, the Java and Pekin men, the Neanderthal man, and the Cro-
Magnon man. The external differences are easily observed. Other 
differences appeared after close examination. One such example was 
the decrease in the thickness of the bones comprising the brain ease. 
The further back h'Wl'l.an fossils date, tm thicker this brain case. 
The Java men brain oases that measured an average of about lOmm.. 
The Pekin men had brain cases measuring 9. 7mm. The Neanderthal men 
averaged about 7 .2mm. Modern man averages about $.2mm. in thickness. 98 
Someone may ask the significance of all this. It is simply to point 
out that organic evolution, or change, of some sort took place be-
97l'loody, 2-E• 2.!.!•, P• 2. 
98 
~., PP• 215-217. 
. ,, 
man and :man. The significance of t.P.is 
of but rather in realm of theories,. It 
must 
uv.i:~<J::uJX~ reconstructions of pre-historic man, vd th 
bestial expre~ldons, are certainly the 
the reeoostruetionist.>'9 
Prtll-\ldam.ic man. Closely related t,o anti-
of man the 
state that man or 
this of 
Various by men. Warfield 
a brief history the ro etrlne 
100 
in 
Scripture 
postulate unity of 
tulating to 
lOln...d ~·; P• 
102Ibid., p. 261. 
that the Bible 
.101 While 
the 
Christ.n102 
2.,!1•, P• 168 .. 
00 
from the 
the 
kind of 
future. 
' ' 
a.s 
not, however, more 
world Vl'aS creai:led in natural about 
ar:,'O; on what seemed to be an ex..;. 
plicit declaration. been compelled to yield to t.h.e 
of counter learning 
This eautiol;l is wisdom for of theology sci-
enee. 
It only logical to some 
of human theistic evolution, accept some 
evolution, one assumes possibility 
• ltJhile he 
theories was r. jecting 
that the problem was a theological one hence could not 
his words: 
re-
This I find at present, impossible to accept, on theologica-l 
as on • 
trines perfection and subsequent fall 
of man hie consequent need of redemption; and the role of 
the Saviour, Jesus Chrl st, the Son of God in dying on the cross 
to I!!!:L the ~naltz for .!!!.! f!!!:., for all who will accept him, 
are serious y jeopardized by a first lmn having descended or-
10) r' Foster, .2,£• .:.!!·, pp. )2;::J-)26. 
104 ganiaal]Jr from pre-hu.man parents. 
This investigator could find no Scripture which stated that Christ 
came to pay the penalty for the fall; rather re is Scrip-
ture to support the belief that Christ came to Jl!AY the penalty for 
the sins of everry individual. There is a distinction tha.t needs to 
be kept in mind between the '*fall n and the w sins" of the indi v.L dual. 
*'The penalty of the fall" is another inference upon which it is 
dangerous to build a criterion for judging scientific data. Ramm 
also felt that to lose the unity of the race \1\'0uld irnrolve the tmo-
logian in serloU!!l implications relative to the fall of ma.n.10-' The 
subject of the fa 11 will be dealt vd. th briefly la tar on in t.hi s 
chapter. 
Foster referred to a Dr. Winchell as being a man woo great 
reverence for the Bible and wr.ose system has ••no necessary collision 
106 
with the sacred book in its main .features." Foster listed Win-
chell's theor:r as holding to the idea that 
Biblical Adam is not the head man of the race, but on]Jr the mad 
man of the Hebrew race se bra~5~es of the h'l.lman family 
that are traced to that common root. 
Foster observed that in Dr. Winchell's oook, Preadamites, 
Points out some Biblical facts to justif"J his ·conclusion that 
there as [sit[} already exisi(!g a numerous race, or races of 
men Adam was introduced. 
104 
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Evidently Foster is referring to Winchell's book when gives 
offered as proof that 
Pre""'!A.damic hUI!b;tns~ In listing these proofs, it was stated that the 
Bible account Adam was simply an account of the creation of 
man Adam and a history of his descendants. 'l'he problem relative to 
Cain his mark is listed as proof that otb!lrs were living at the 
of Cain, besides his brothers and sisters~ 109 This is a ques-
tion that must be dealt with by the evangelical who endeavors to an-
ewer the question of man's antiquity. 
Warring allows room. for Pre-!damic man in his O'i'i.n thinking. 
stated that it was possible that have 
people in existence long before Adam and that these races became ex-
tinct. 
This the first chapter Genesis neither nor denies. 
Elsewhere in the Bib:hi there are statements which t!8k as if 
there were other men besides children of Adam. 
But he felt that in day there was little evidence to support Pre-
Adamic 
Man's mral 9!!-!lity. Sonewhere in the stuey of the evolu-
tion of :man, space must be given to discuss the mral quality in man 
which the lower animal life does not pcssess. Only t:he rigid 
mechanistic evolutionists wc\uld hold tba.t :man t s moral qua1i ty is 
purely si~.~ply a development of the naturalistic process of evo-
lution. Evolutionists, such as Moody 1 who allowed for the work of 
109Ibid., p. )26, for a full discussion see pp. )26-)28. 
-110 
Warring, ~· ~·~ PP• 169-170. 
a Creator tl'\Orking in the evolutionary process, recognized the falla-
cy of ascribing the origin of the human soul to the e-volutionary pro-
cess solel;r. In speaking of the Roman Catholic Church, Moody stated: 
That church does not officially oppose evolution, even of man, 
so long as no attempt is made to explain the origin of the 
human soul 'by this means. This is a restriction readi!l ac-
cepted ~ ~ pres!nt authoFBrn'Ci rn his opiH_~n the soul 
does not come within the province of science. 
This is also the opinion of Dr. A. R. Wallace, a strong upholder of 
112 
the theory of natural selection. 
Thus Dr. A. R. Wallace, though vigorously mainta:ining the 
"essential identity of man*s bodily structure with that of 
the higher mammals and his descent from. some ancestral form 
common to man and the anthropoid ap:1s,n discards the theory 
that "man's entire nature and all his faculties, nlOra.l, intell-
ectual, spiritual~ have been derived from their rudiments in 
lower animals .. "ll"' 
.!!!!. Origin!?£~ 
The problem of the origin of the various races has no doubt 
crossed the minds of nost thinking people today. Does the Scripture 
speak to this origin or diversity? What has science contributed to 
a solution of this question? Many anthropologists differ as to the 
exact """·"h'"'·"" of races in existence today. Dobzhansk;r, in the ~el-
~lO:f!dia Americana, showed the difficulty in trying to establish an 
accurate measurement of race. Such characteristics as skin color, 
form of head hair, shape of nose, measurements of various body pa.rts1 
111 
Moody, op. cit., pp. S-6. (Italics not in the original). 
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~., P• 150. 
shape of head, and 
uu:us.vill for classification of raees at. 
. llh 
200 years. a the total problem of the 
antiquity man when the evangelical had to irrto account 
divergent races 
Bible students have held that Noah had three sons of 
different colored skins. "It is pious fiction,'* wrote --.·-*11 
believe that Noah had a black sen, a brown son, and a white son."ll5 
derived Noah. If the flood lvere 
ley no necessity of conclllding Noah to father 
of all races. 
Scientific ~· t~hat does scientific data have to 'f!l1li:/' regard-
races? Does it to contribute at 
this point? There has see!lled to have been valid evidence that the 
North American Indian inhabited this Northern continent some 10,000 
years • Moody stated in 1953 that aarbon 14 dating tests showed 
lived about 10,000 years • 
,.116 
the aterial by Dr. Libby, a nuclear chemist, was a pair 
found in Fort Rook Cave, Oregon. 
114 Th. Dobzha.nsky, "Races, Nature and Origins of," Encyelo-
E!dia Ameri cam , .XXIII, 108. 
11
'aamm, 2£• E.!!•, P• JJ6. 
dy, 2.£• !?!!:. • , P• 129. 
117 Russell Cave 
County, Alabama. exoavatio:ru~ 
Society 
been 
to 9;020 years (plus or minus 350 years) the carbon lh me 118 • 
be an 
A notev~rt~y observation the origin of races is the 
this that the races 
are one common stock. The hu.man race is 
in scientific mrclee as a fact. V. Vallois, 
in Anthropoloa Today, wrn te t 
Contraz.y to the opinion formsrl;y held by some a.utmre, anthro-
pologist~ '!lOW more or lass agree tall living popu-
lations belong to one and same erpeoies.119 
Moody stated, "Modern men all belong to one species and. .. • all men 
in histo of earth belonged living at one 
120 
sooeies." Some felt that this uni i1Y had great theolo 
fioance and received it 
signi-
But question still "How can one account for the 
today still voice the opinion that the African has skin because 
117Briggs, The National Geographic Maiazine, op. cit., P• 239. 
118 Carl F. Miller, 11Russell Caver 'New Light on Age Life," 
National C-eoEaphic Ma§?azine 1 March, 19$81 CIIII 1 428. 
119 Henri v. Vallois, ''Race,n Anthrooology Today, p. 145 .. 
120 
!'body, 2£· E!·, p. 229 .. 
of the external climate in which he lives. Perhaps Lamarck's prin-
ciple that the "effects of use and disuee to environmental influences 
were in some degree inherited" had scm.ething to do with such ideas. 
Smethurst noted 
It may, however, fairly said that great majority of 
biologists today reject the idea that acquired characteristics 
can ~tnherlted, though there are notable 
this. 
M'oody mentioned, 
One source of diversity in a population, then, lies in the 
anism of inheritance which thousands of pa.irs of dominant 
and recessive genn are reaseorted reassembled generation 
after generation. 2 
Tl'!.e estimated number of which 
24,000 pairs.123 Ramm. :felt that the answer to racial differences 
could be due to these richly stocked s.. "Over a period of time 
peoples who have :migrated from a co!lllOCin center will OO!!.h"'lenoe 
124 
op their own individualities." He concluded: 
devel-
The laws of heredity plus principles separation o:r selection 
operating over i riod of tim will produce the various races 
of the world. 25 
Seri;2tural ~· The Bible Cbes not state definitely how or 
when the races originated. Some have interred that this is the teach-
ing of Genesis 10 and 11. Smalley goes eo 
12ls:m.ethurst, 2E• ~·, P• 114. 
122 
Moody, 2£• 2.!!·, P• 303 • 
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as to that just 
the opposite is the ease. 
-
long-invoked rationalisation of the origin the three 
races in the three sons of Iioah obviously will not hold for the 
:following two reasons t (l) the sons were genotypically the · 
same, and Biblically recorded gn::n.tps of descemdants remaining 
historical were Caucasian in race, (2) as near:t;s.~ as 
can be determined, all areas inhabi.ted by groups mentioned as 
being descended from the sons of Noah in~gited Oau• 
casian peoples until relatively recent times. 
Here, as in o:\iher areas of scientific study, the evangelical 
must be extremely careful not to make the Bible Stl9" more than it is 
in 'tended to say by its Author. 
The Fall of Man 
......... ~ ......... .....,_,. 
In a V\Ork dealing with antiquity of man, a consideration 
his apiritual fal1 1 as recorded in Genesis 31 muet be mentioned, 
even though the space to it cannot great. 'fhis eubjeet it-
the subject volume. It shall treat-
briefly 
tiquity 1."'1 
in an endeavor to show its :nalationship to mn•s an-
light scienti! io data. 
Man before the fall. Much is made, in some thee logical cir-_....,...,.. __ 
cles, the perfeer& condition of man before too fall. This p&r.fec-
tion is extended to his physical, :mental, and emotional as well as 
spiritual being. Luther believed to have been a. superman prior 
GodH in man to be. 
Therefore image of God1 according to which Adam \lW!ls cre-
ated was something far :more distinguished and excellent, since 
obviously his inner and his outer sensations \~ere all of the 
8) 
purest kind. His intellect was the clearest, his memory was the 
best, and his will was the most straightforward-all in the most 
beautiful tranquillity of mind, without fear of and 
without any anxiety. To these inner qu.al.i ties came also those 
beautiful superb qualities of body and of the limbs, 
qualities in which be surpassed all the remaining living crea-
tures. I am fully convinced that 'before Ada:m.'s sin his eyee 
were so sharp and clear that surpassed those of the lynx 
He was stronger the lions and the bears, whose 
strength is very great; and he handled them the way we handle 
puppies. Both the quality of the fruii~fe 
used as food were also far superior to what they are now. 
Luther the fall effective on even the fruit which God created 
for man. Does Bible support Luther's view? Obv:i.ol.mly some think 
so, but the Bible is significantly silent. to eondi tion 
prior to the fall. Only his moral condition ie mentioned in the 
Bible-not his physical or intellectual. qualities. These are infer-
emcee from tr.e idea of Vlbat the "image of God" in man was. Geology 
has proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that death existed in plant 
life and animal life long before the appearance of man on the face 
of the earth. To make all death and decay a result of man's fall is 
neither Scriptural nor sate. R.a:mm believed that only ideal eondi-
tions existed "within the Garden. There was and death and 
bloodshed in man sinned." 128 proof of this 
staterr.ent he offered that "life can live only on ll.fe. All diet must 
;erotoplasmic."129 
as a fact, cannot hold that physical death of man ~;as due to the 
fall--u..Tlless he holds that the "Adam!' of Genesis 2 was the first human 
127 
Luther, ~· ill·, P• 62. 
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form which evolved some hundreds of thousands of years a!J) •.. Those 
who hold to the recency of Adam and to theistic evolution of man 
from lower animal forrr:1 must then prop:;se that when God breathed in-
to Adam the breath of soul life he also him biochemica1lJJ 
else he would still ba ve been subject to physical death. ¥-Hrl.le God 
could have done this, it seems hardly logical that He would. 
Some have I!IDught to answer these problems by interpreting 
the "death• of Genesis 31 Romans 5:12 1 and I Corinthians 15:21-22 
as "spiritual" death. Further exegesis on these passages will, it 
is hoped, help to solve this p:."Oblem. 
Man after tile fall .. Some , such as Luther, have sought to 
make the fall effective on mn•s physical and cultural life.. Others 
oppose such an imposition. Is the evangelical· to assume that Adam 
had a culture higher than todq'a? The Biblical picture of the Ga:r-
130 den seems to be one of simple eul ture. 
It is true to the Scriptures to state that "by one mn sin 
entered into the world." The problem of today is, "How is this sin 
transmitted to the succeeding generations?" believed toot 
it was transmitted throue:::h inheritance. Others that it is imputed 
to man. Can sin be inherited? Ie sin a substance carried. through 
the genes, or is it a relationship? Smalley attempts an answer to 
this perplexing problem. 
The important problem of man's essentially sinful nature 
could well be clarified in a culturologieal awroaeh. 's 
1)0 
Smalley and Fetzer, .22• cit. :&'or an excellent discussion 
see PP• 125-148. 
sinful nature cannot be only.(il..biologically inherited factor 
as the lay-christian's interpretation original sin seems to 
be.. Obviously 1 the propensity sinning is at least channel'"!" 
ed and organized by the culture into which he is rn •••• 
Culture mq 'be, furthermore 1 a major causal force in the sin-
ful nature of manld.nd.l31 
The evangelical would be wise 1 it \'\Ould ar,pear 1 if' he were to major 
on the fact of sin and minor on its origin. A view of imputed or 
inherited sinfulness seems to get the .individual off the hook. He 
my feel that he is not responsible for his sin if it was passed on 
to him, anymore than he is responsibls for the oo lor of his eyes. 
This has serious overtones to the lieal vmo deals with sin as 
an individual moral problem. These are implications which the evan-
gelical needs to think through to~. 
D. SU!HI\RI 
The theological problems inherent in a view of the antiquity 
of man have any serious implications. Some evangelicals feel there 
is a wide chasm between the data of science and that of the Scrip-
tures. This seems to be true when one eonsidere what some have made 
the Bible sa7. When the Bible is allowed to speak for itself' 1 many 
of' the problems seem to fade •IY• 
The anthropological area of science is where the greatest oon-
cern in the science-scripture tension is located. 
The recognition of problems is the first step towards a whole-
some solution. An effort was made to s row the many problems involved 
l)L 
-Ibid. 1 P• 1)8. 
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in the study of man t s antiquity. 
The integ:rity of Holy Scripture is a basic concern in an evan-
gelical approach to any scienee..Sc:ri.ptu:re );lt'oblem. Since both Nature 
and Scripture find their eource in God, they barm::>nize and complement 
each other. Many students of both science and .the Bible feel that 
there ie harmony between science and Scripture. A correct interpre• 
tation of Scripture will help immensely to alleviate eldsting ten-
sions. 
A study of the origin of mn is obviously an integral :pa.rt of 
the study of his antiquity. Scientific data, :relative to mn's anti-
quity, seemingly indicates man is hundreds of thousands years old. 
The Scriptural data does not indicate clearly how long man has in-
habited this globe. However, a serious problem arises men one stu-
dies the genealogies of Genesis ) to SJ for the impression given is 
that the time span was not as 
One cannot escapE~ a discussion evolution of man in eon-
sidering his antiqu.i ty. H~n fossils provide ample evidence that 
of his existence. The 
implications of these changes do not com under the stu(\r of '*data*' 
sime they are speculative. Soma evolutionists, such as Paul .Mood;r, 
prop:>se that the soul of man is not a product of organic evolution. 
--
Som students of the Bible feel that the theory of Pre-Adamie 
mn is rot totally inconsistent with Scripture. As yet, one cannot 
state dogmatically that the Pre-.Adamic theory is false or unbiblieal. 
The origin of the races naturally ool:l'll!s under a discussion of 
man's origin and antiquity. The Bible does not outline the orl.gi.n of 
races for the student.. General agreema1t anthropologists tot:Jq 
suggests that all present races have tbeir in one common 
stock. Some feel that r.acial differences can be fully accounted for 
bw the richness human genes and the principles of separation. 
1'he fall of m.an be considered in a work of this sort . 
since the Bibl£1 presents this close to .of Adam's crea-
tion. One be careful not to nake fall mre Bible 
it. The fall was splrl tual, that much is clearly taught. 
tall of which plays such a J:.Qrt theology as 
u in. Augu.stinianism., · 
.ament •. While it ia referred to in £"""""""'"'' S 
the word "fall" does net occur in 
event of Genesis ). 
New Test-
I Corinthians 1$1 yet 
CHAP'l':&R V 
SUl'JMA.Rl AND CONCWSIONS 
OHAPTl!R V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
As stated in the Introduction of this -work, this has not been 
an attempt to harmonize the Scripture with the accepted facts of mod-
.em science. If the reader finds tha. t son:e harmony has been :reached 
as a :result of this work, the investigator will rejoice. 
A. SlJKMARY 
An attempt has been made to effect in the thinking of the evan-
gelical a correct attitude tovard the sciences of this day. Special 
attention has been given to the anthropological area of science be-
cause herein lie the most aerious problems. Only as the evangelical 
is aware of what these problems are, will he be able to effect har-
moey. The evolution of man is not inherently evil nor does it pre-
sent disastrous consequences relative to man's creation as pro }X' sed 
in Scripture. The Bible does not clearly state how long man has ex-
isted on the earth, nor does it give any ~terence to the origin of 
races. The fall of man, as presented in the Bibla, is a spiritual 
fall. The Bible majors on the reality of sin in man•s life but min-
ora on how it originates in the individual. Could this not be a 
clue to the major emphasis V'bich the evangelical should make? 
The evangelical should recognize that the objective of science 
is to discover truth about the natural world. The integrity of the 
scientists is revealed in their achievements. Du.e to these achieve-
ments science has gained prestige in the eyes of the average educated 
person todq. If evangelioalism endeavors to discredit science, it 
will be hindering its own cause. On the other hand, a simple dismio-
sal of Biblical evidence as being the product of human developm9nt 1 
solves nothing and creates problems of greater consequences • 
.An attempt has also been made to let the Bible speak for it• 
self in order to vindicate itself. Orten the roost ardent friends of 
the Bible have become its unwitting enemies when an attempt has been 
made to press the Bible into some mold of interpretation. 
The language of the Bible holds a key to much of the tension 
existing between evangelicalism and science. 'When the Bible read 
and interpreted in its historical, cultural, and grammatical setting, 
maey of the problems vanish. The evangelical believes that there ¥dll 
be no final disagreement when all the facts of science and exegesis 
an in. In the mean time, one must view science as a friend, not as 
an ene~. The revelation of God in the oook of Nature will agree vdth 
~-
the revelation of God in the book of the Holy Bible. Hence, the sci-
entist who faithfully uncovers the facts of Nature is complementing 
and not dest:ro.ying the integrity of the Scriptures. 
B.. CONClUSIONS 
An attempt was made to show that by and large the scientists 
of today are men of integrity and honesty in the use of the scienti-
fie method of research. Therefore, this writer concluded that evan-
gellcalism will only be heard in this day of satellites, moon rock-
ets and other scientific achievements when it takes a positive atti-
tude toward the sciences the scientists. 
This investigator concluded tha ·r, were three main ap-
proaches to the science-scripture problem. While the tl»ories of 
basis for harmony are legion in number, these can be grouped into 
three main approaches or attitudes. 
91 
(1) Scripture :wronfi, Science right &J?Eoach. This is the new 
proposed b;r the so-calle d.-religious mderns of the • The Bible 
is viewed as a purely human developmental product and hence ,.,.,.,.,,..,,.r-. 
be e:x:pected to be in agreement with the science of toda:r. 'While 
both within and without theological circles, hold this view, it 
cannot be held by the evangelical. If the Bible is viewed as a sim-
ple product of human evolution, then it can no longer be ttthe rule of 
faith and eonducttt that the evangelical believes it to be. To remove 
the Scriptures as a guide is a cost far too for the evangelical 
to • To do so is neither safe nor neeessar:r. A problem for those 
who would this out is the uniqueness of the Biblical account 
when compared with the other ancient books of history. Only' a book 
which had Divine guidance and inspiration could be so ancient and yet 
so ad'Wlnced. 
(2} Science wro!!Ji, Scripture :rtght a:pproaoh. There are many 
who express this approach in their writings. They distrust the sci-
entist hence view all scientific contradictions as being biased. 
However 1 these same individuals 'Will utilize sciEntific discoveries 
to their own bens.fi t while castigating the sciences l'lbich have :pro-
duced these bene.fits. 
Science is here to sta:n science has gained prestige in the 
eyes of the ''Orld. If the 
this age, he must m t 
is to gain audience in 
youth to the chtn"ohes that recognize the contributions of science. 
This is not a safe approach for the evangelical either. 
like an over-simplification of the 
approach lies the secret. This allows to keep the 
achievements of science and not discard the Scriptures while 
it. This is the hardest pll!l.ce of all. It is the area of real, hon-
est, hard l'Ork. To throw out the Bible takes little work.. To throw 
out the sciences tales as little, for SO¥fl8• To correlate both sci-
ence and the Scripture will be an endless p:-ooess of hard exegesis 
and investigation. Herein lies, perhaps, the answer vitJ:y some do not 
wish this approach. In the light of this third approach one is 11!!-
minded of the words of Ralph Waldo Emerson: "God offers to eveey 
mind its choice between truth and repose.. Take what you please-"1'0U 
can never have both.• 
Although Science ru:y a solution for the problem of the 
antiquity of man which seems out.of harn;ony with the traditional so-
called--Biblical view, the evangelical can retain his oonfide:noe in 
both the Bibl4 and the IJCiences. However, he must clearly distin-
guish between what are the dogmatic statements of Scripture and what 
-
!'!!!.!.been inte!J(reta~!.!. !.!!2.!! by men. When all the data of science, 
relative to an's antiquity, are :in, this investigator is convinced 
they will harmonize fd.th accurate, scholarly, Biblical interpretation. 
' " 
In the 1 the evangelical slDuld maintain a wholesome positive 
attitude toward science. Only' such m attitude will oonnnend 
evangelical position to the increasingly-scientific modem ndnd. 
This is app:t\;)aeh to the of the antiquity of man tba t this 
writer bas reacl:led as a result of this study'. He offers it as the on-
ly safe evangelical approach today. 
c. 
There were m.any areas upon which this paper 'touched that are 
vital but which could not be fully handled herein. The writer feels 
they are interesting as well as important to the evar1gelical posi-
tion. 
(1) The Word of God. A stud.f needs to be m.a.de as to 'f!lhat is 
included in this phrase, The God. It is the conviction of 
this investigator that much of the confusion as to revelation lies at 
this point. 
(2) The Fall of Han. An investigation into what the Bible 
says concerning the fall of man and what Biblical students have said 
that it says, would prove interesting and profitable • 
(.3) The Flood. Was flood Genesis universal or local? 
Was the entire wo engulfed water or was it only the kmwn world 
of Moses? What does mdem science tell of a universal deluge? 
(4) Pre-Adamie Man. Were there men living before Adam, or 
was he the human being? Was the bead of all races or only 
t.he Hebr~ line? 
{5) Age of the Antediluvians. Did these men prior to too flood 
.actually live over 900 solar or was there a different 
of dating from what is known todq? 
(6) The Image of in Han. 
l>.'hat was his original oondi tion before 
restore one to this first condition? 
was m.:n area ted like God'i 
fall? Does regeneration 
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